DYER ROAD

SUMMIT WIND

Potential move, S/SE
200-250-feet. Cut is currently very minor, but this mover would include additional cut for a pad at this location. New turbine elevation roughly 8-feet higher than previous.

Potential move, N/NW, 300-feet. Pad cut would be fairly the same at new location. New turbine elevation roughly 5-feet lower than previous.

Potential move, N/NW, 200-feet. Pad cut at current location is significant. Pad cut at proposed new location would be twice as much. Could potentially raise turbine 10-feet at new location.

Simple move 300-feet, NW

Propose enlarged pad at this location, potentially move 20-50 feet South. Further move south would increase risk of undercutting pad with proposed road.

Optional move to avoid PG&E easement, 900-feet, N/NW. Pad in this location would provide large decrease in cut quantity. 40-foot increase in elevation at new location.

PG&E Transmission Line